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This report reflects work carried out from April 1, 2019 through March 31, 2020. While only a 
fraction of that time was shadowed by the COVID-19 pandemic, it is hard to write this message 
without acknowledging where we are today. In support of government isolation measures, we 
closed our office and adjusted our programs to run services remotely. While we focused our 
efforts to assist self-isolating seniors, the most vulnerable members of our community during 
the pandemic, we also moved to increase our volunteer capacity, providing meaningful roles 
to youth during this uncertain time of canceled final exams and job loss.  

The sustained isolation measures highlighted many of the social and health issues the Yellow 
Door has worked to alleviate for decades. For 50 years the Yellow Door’s programming has 
addressed common needs of university-aged youth and seniors in downtown Montreal. 
Our four varied programs aim to foster interpersonal relationships among generations that 
normally may not interact, to help seniors maintain their independence, and to provide 
accessible spaces for creative projects and resource referrals. We work to combat social 
isolation and promote a holistic well-being across generations.  

Through our programs we bring youth, usually 18 to 25 years old, and older seniors, usually 
over age 65, together so that they may learn from their shared experiences. While seniors in 
need of services are the likely beneficiaries, we find that youth too indicate many benefits 
from these interpersonal relationships. For many, the Yellow Door becomes a network they 
can rely on outside of their usual circles.  

The impact we have in our community is only possible because of these dedicated young 
adults who support our work and help us achieve our mission. They lead inclusive groups that 
foster a sense of belonging, provide much needed services to seniors, dedicate their time to 
keeping alternative community spaces open, assist with countless administrative tasks, and 
support creative projects throughout the year. I am continuously in awe of their talent and 
dedication- they are at the heart of our programs and our community is stronger because of 
them.  

Thank you to everyone who has helped shape this unique organization.

A message from the 
Executive Director

Staff 2019-2020  
Mariel Edwards-Carreau, Administrative Coordinator 
Èvelyne Dussault, Fundraising Off icer 
Rocio Barreno, Activities Coordinator 
Melissa Dalva, Generations Coordinator 

Version française disponible

“The Yellow Door staff is [..] supportive and the members have such 
inspirational, fascinating, and at times pretty wild, stories to tell. We 
have so much to learn and gain from making meaningful connections 
with our elders.”  

- YD Youth Volunteer 
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Kaitlin Fahey 
Executive Director



Wellness Groups
By promoting well-being 
across generations  

• 10 weekly activities  
• 2,300+ participants 

Generations 
By respecting our elders, 

by valuing our youth 

• 5 home-based services 
• 28,000+ volunteer hours 

Rabbit Hole Café
By serving healthy, 
affordable food 

• 65+ meals served per 
month 
  

Coffehouse 
By offering alternative 

space for artists  

• 1,200+ participants 

Our impact in 
the community

Facilitate social integration
Maintain functionality & 

promote autonomy
Foster active participation 

in society
Increased sense of direc-

tion & belonging 

Our Mission

This past year has been a busy one for the Yellow Door. 
 
Following a lengthy and complex procedure to reconstitute our 100+ year old organization under 
the Quebec Companies Act, we set about applying similar updates at every level of our operations. In 
order to accomplish this ambitious goal, we sought guidance and support through the Innoweave 
strategic planning program, sponsored by the McConnel Foundation. Consequently, throughout 
this past year, a dedicated committee of board members and staff have worked hard to refine 
our mission, carefully examine our programs and services, and build an infrastructure for gathering 
feedback from members to help us better serve our community. 
 
We are now emerging from this process with greater clarity concerning the vulnerable youth 
and senior populations we serve, the social and health outcomes we wish to affect, and the tools 
needed to evaluate our programs and services in light of these goals. This has culminated in 
our recent development of a survey system for sampling changes in mental and physical health, 
loneliness and social support, as well as well-being and quality of life among all our members. We 
also aim to gather feedback from volunteers to gain insight into their motivations and experiences 
so that we can better support them in helping us fulfill our mission. Finally, with the launch of our 
equity, diversity, and inclusion committee, we also wish to examine our member demographics to 
ensure that everyone in our area has equal access to our services. 
 
While there is still plenty of work ahead, especially as we adapt to the new realities of COVID-19, 
we are proud of the progress we’ve made towards greater efficiency, effectiveness, and alignment 
with our mission to alleviate social isolation now, more than ever.  

A message from the 
President

Board of Directors 2019-2020
Derek Albert, President 
Marc Nerenberg, Vice-President 
Lauren Laframboise, Secretary 
Tianning Lao, Treasurer 
Members: Xavier Lessard, Kevin Bradley, Susan Biggs, Maureen Micks, Susan 
Campbell, Amritha Sanmugam, Julie Mugwaneza, Katherine Moore, Woojin Albert 
Park, Marion Pynn, & Anne Favory

Derek Albert   
President, Board of Directors  

To empower seniors and young adults to initiate and engage in community and creative projects 
that promote social inclusion, combat urban isolation across generations, and spark positive 
societal change. 
 



“Thank you for [my new volunteer]. She is sensitive, down-to-earth, 
a great listener, reassuring- and a wonderful companion. She 
understands very well the anxiety that my medical appointments 
cause me and her presence, from start to finish, has enormously 
helped me psychologically.” 

- Generations Member since 2010  

In 1972, the Yellow Door Generations program was created “to assist the elderly in the vicinity of 
3625 Aylmer to live with dignity and greater freedom, keeping them out of hospital or full-time 
institutional care.”* Two coordinators ran the entire program, going door-to-door offering their 
assistance as needed. In order to meet the growing demand for services, student volunteers were 
recruited and matched with seniors, and the youth-senior pair were encouraged to learn from one 
another. 

Forty-eight years later the Generations Program continues to bring university-aged youth and 
older adults together to combat social isolation and the associated negative health effects, in both 
generations. Today, our coordinator thoughtfully matches youth volunteers with senior members 
to encourage meaningful and lasting interpersonal relationships. Our five varied services aim to 
increase social inclusion and decrease the risk of premature institutionalization of older adults in 
our community.

It is important to note that the volunteer-member relationship is not one-way. Our program aims 
to decrease isolation of both seniors and youth volunteers- to promote a shared experience, to 
offer a change in perspective, and to demystify stereotypes associated with both generations. As 
evidence of the special bonds established through our program, we currently have 12 volunteer-
senior matches who have maintained relationships for four or more years. From a volunteer who 
has been meeting with the same senior for seven years, “When we first met, Ms. C. had already 
showed symptoms of Alzheimers. Since her husband and I were both caretakers, in my case with 
my grandmom, we supported each other through the difficult times […]. They were always happy 
to see me, and even though Ms. C. would forget who I was […], we enjoyed every moment of our 
visits. Now that Mr. C. is alone, we continue to meet. We have been friends though his loss, my 
university experience, and now the start of my career.”

*Information gathered from Tom Livingston (February 2020), one of the founding coordinators of the “Old Age Program”, known 

today as the Generations Program.

Generations Program
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Active Volunteers:
200

 (74 new in 2019-2020) 

Active Members: 
272 

(20 new in 2019-2020) 

Program Outcomes: 
Reduce isolation 

& loneliness 
Opportunity to 

connect with new 
people 

Increased compassion 
across generations

70% University Students  
18+ Years old  

4 Month commitment 
Individual training (1.5 hrs)

Community seeking 

90% Live alone 
55+ Years old 

Live downtown 
Home assessment (1.5 hrs)
Seeking companionship 

/ assistance



Member refered from (in order of significance) 
CLSC Métro | Another YD member | Self-referred (via YD poster/flyer) | Friend/Family  
CLSC Saint-Catherine | Action Centre Vile | Groupe Harmonie | Milton Parc Recreation | Santropol 
Roulant | CLSC Parc Extension | CLSC Saint-Louis-du-Parc | Contactivity Centre | Entraide Bénévole 
Montréal | Montréal General Hospital  

The 5 Program Services 
1. Friendly Visits
A “match” (volunteer & member) are paired 
for friendly visits at the senior’s home 
up to 2 hours per week, every week, year 
round 
average 76 visits per week 

 5. Friendly Calls  
*Thanks to a generous grant from Bell Let’s Talk Community Fund, we were able to add a 5th 
service in the fall of 2019, with the goal of reaching isolated and/or home-bound seniors, who 
are not comfortablel meeting face-to-face. The weekly calls not only provide an opportunity for 
the two generations to socialize, but allowed volunteers to monitor and recognize changes in 
behavior that may signify a greater issue and/or a decline in their well-being. In one instance we 
were able to intervene and help in a case of possible elder abuse.   
average of 30 calls per week 

4. Friendly Errands 
Volunteers offer critical delivery service for 
homebound seniors, or shop with those who 
require assistance (due to limited mobility, 
injury, anxiety, extreme weather conditions) 
2.5+ hours each trip 
average 41 trips per week

2. Internet & Technological Help
Volunteers offer training & troubleshooting 
with email, online banking & connecting 
with family 
2 hours each weekly session 
average 30 sessions per week 

3. Accompaniments  
On-call volunteers offer not only physical 
support getting to & from medical 
appointments, but also emotional support 
by waiting with the senior; non-medical 
outings also accepted  
4 hours each trip 
average 42 trips per week 

Total volunteer service hours 
from April 2019 to March 2020: 

28,942

Wellness  Groups  
Recognizing that many people feel socially isolated in the city, we aim to promote social inclusion 
among older and younger adults through a variety of groups designed to encourage mental and 
physical well-being. Additionally, space in downtown Montreal is increasingly exclusive and social 
or wellness activities can be expensive. We provide accessible community spaces, creative social 
projects, and free activities, outings and events that are open to all, no matter one’s age or income 
level. 

We enroll volunteers as group facilitators in an attempt to build community and provide meaningful 
learning opportunities for these young adults. We support this work by offering individual and 
group volunteer trainings. Over the past year we evaluated our programming, making changes in 
how groups are facilitated- emphasizing the work of group leaders beyond running of activities. 
Through our volunteer-run groups we aim to promote a sense of inclusion, to connect people and 
broaden their social networks in the short-term. In the long-term, our intended outcomes relate 
to improved general health, increased resourcefulness and resilience, and greater awareness 
and social responsibility of all participants. This work is not easy, but we are taking steps, such as 
strategic training and program evaluation at the board level, to better assess and evaluate our 
program outcomes and organizational impact, now and in the future.
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2018-2019 Wellness Groups
The wellness group program started in 2013 with one group, 55+ Community Hour, aimed at 
encouraging seniors to socialize with their peers. While that group continues today with a focus 
on topics specific to seniors, we have diversified our programming to offering groups to meet a 
variety of ages, mobility, and interests.

Total annual participants: 2,369

Presentations & Workshops
Chinese New Year Celebration with CISIIP | Climate Change Presentation by Extinction Rebellion 
| Concordia’s Art Hive Collaboration | Digital Literacy Workshop Series by Atwater Library | Food 
for Thought Series on Nutrition | Food Sharing Potluck | Japanese Student Exchange & Origami 
Workshop | Knitting Donations for MOMtreal and True North Aid | Last Will & Testament Presentation 
| Legal Information Clinic | Live Music | Mindfulness Painting | Pumpkin Contest by Montreal 
Botanical Gardens | Travel Presentation Series 

Outings & Events
Botanical Gardens Guided Tour | Camp Kinkora Senior’s Day Trip | December Holiday Gathering 
| Film Group Trip to Cinema | Guided Tours: McCord Museum; Montreal Museum of Fine Arts; 
Musée des Hospitalières; Museum of Jewish Montreal | Italian Week & Exhibition at Marche Jean-
Talon | Mont-Royal Walk & Picnic | Painting & Knitting at St-Louis Square | Reading Group Lunch    
| Summer Social Tea | Tour of Saint Joseph’s Oratory of Mount Royal | Visit to Jazz Festival at Place 
des Arts  | Yoga at Jardin Gamelin 

“My time at the YD has really shown me that no matter your age, it’s 
the little things that connect us [...] when we do find those connections, 
whether you’re the one sharing or listening, it allows us to realize that 
we’re not so different or alone after all […]. I came to Montréal not knowing 
a single person, and I left feeling like I have an entire family that I can 
always find my way back to.” 

- YD Intern, Summer 2019
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Learning and working opportunities for 20 interns (1,264 hours) from: 
Cégep André-Laurendeau (Language) | Concordia (John Molson School of Business) | Concordia 
(Psychology)  |  Dawson College (Social Work) | McGill University (Medicine; Psycology; Social 
Work) | Stetson University (World Languages & Cultures) | Université du Québec à Montréal (Social 
Gerontology) 

Well-being & Social Inclusion 

Offering active, social, & 
creative programs in an 
inclusive community setting

 105 volunteer & intern hours / month 

Opportunities to build social, functional, & leadership skills

“I appreciate all the activities I attend for the warm and 
welcoming environment they offer, as well as the kindness 

and helpfulness of the volunteers. Being on low income, I really 
appreciate the accessibility of activities, especially the free 

museum visits and films which I very much enjoy.”

- Wellness Group Participant

9 weekly activities  

55+ Community Hour
Art Hive
Music
Film Group
Knitting Circle
Meditation
Reading Group
Woodcarving
Yoga

215 participants / month 

All ages. No membership fee or pre-
registration

Schedule shared online and, in an 
effort to include those with a limited 
online presence, an average of 55 
calls are made each week to seniors 
reminding them of program details 
& upcoming special events.

Program Outcomes: 

- Reduce isolation & 
loneliness
- Connect people & 
broaden networks 
- Build skills & foster 
creativity 



Run by a dedicated team of senior and youth volunteers, and populated by a diverse group of 
musicians and spoken word performers, the Yellow Door Coffeehouse is the organization’s longest 
running intergenerational project. Started in the mid 1960s, its survival to the present day also 
makes it Canada’s longest running folk music venue. 

Volunteers open the space each week, 48 weeks per year, and work hard to ensure that the program 
includes a strong emphasis on participation, collaboration and active listening. In a downtown 
setting where spaces are increasing exclusive, the Coffeehouse serves as a free and welcoming 
space for community members of all ages, an incubator for emerging local talent, and a stage for 
diverse performers from Canada and beyond. 

The Coffeehouse

Providing healthy and affordable food to those in need has been a part of the Yellow Door for 
over 50 years. In the early days, the “Daily Lunch Counter” served “all you can eat for $0.35” to low-
income members of the community. Today, the 100% volunteer run Rabbit Hole Café serves a 
healthy lunch for $3 the community two Fridays per month. The vegan menu includes a bowl of 
soup and a slice of cake- a simple format, yet every session this past year sold out! The café is a 
space for community members, of all ages and income levels, to come together sharing in a meal 
and conversation. In the Fall of 2019, we welcomed a registered dietician as the co-coordinator, 
improving upon the recipes and ensuring all meals offered a variety of nutritional benefits. 

We believe that learning how to cook is a valuable skill for leading a healthy 
lifestyle- so this cafe serves as inspiration for others to try cooking at home. We are 
often asked about ingredients and recipes- we are always eager to share! Personal 
health, including healthy food choices and social inclusion, are our priorities, and 

we aim to provide a welcoming activity to address these.

– Rabbit Hole Coordinator

Rabbit Hole Café

600 Performers

525 Diners

Space for all 
community 
members

50+ Years of Service

100% Volounteer Run

Our Covid-19 Response
Like many community organizations, we had to quickly adapt our programming when the isolation 
measures went into effect in March 2020. In many ways, the Yellow Door is well-equipped to assist 
seniors and youth during the pandemic, as we were working to reduce isolation and promote 
community pre-COVID. The pandemic intensified the demand for our services and increased 
the need for collaboration with other groups. As it is uncertain when life will return to “normal”, 
especially for seniors in dense urban centres and university-aged youth not returning to class, there 
is an urgent need to support these groups. We are grateful for the outpouring of support from our 
community including the dedication of our current volunteers, new volunteers looking to sign on, 
emergency funding opportunities, and collaborations with other charitable groups. 

We are working hard to adapt to the constantly evolving situation, diligently monitoring 
beneficiaries’ feedback so that we can better meet their needs, involving youth in meaningful 
volunteer roles, and working with other groups to best share resources. While our services and 
programs look a little different under COVID, we are continuing to take the time to match youth 
volunteers with seniors whenever possible, so that the person calling or delivery groceries each 
week is the same- a familiar voice and/or friendly smile, even at an appropriate social distance, is 
comforting during this uncertain time. These interpersonal connections continue to make our 
services special and unique.

YD COVID-19 services starting on March 13, 2020:

97 Seniors receiving check-in calls  
Volunteers make alls each week to share up-to-
date information and resources, to make sure all is 
well, and to see if services are needed.

41 Seniors receiving help with 
technology
Volunteers offer remote help with online banking, 
email, joining online activities, & connecting with 
friends and family.

40% increase in 
friendly errands service 
requests 
Volunteers pick & deliver 
groceries/pharmacy items for 
isolated, home-bound seniors.

200+ cloth masks 
delivered to seniors & 
volunteers 

Plus, friendly visit senior-youth 
matches continued to “meet” 
remotely each week.

26+ participants  
attending our weekly 
online wellness groups 
each week.



Thank You to our Supporters
Instutional & Corporate Donors

$50,000 + $5,000 + 

$500 + 
The Gustav Levinschi Foundation | The Hay 
Foundation | Japanese Student Association of 
McGill 

$250 + 
Midnight Kitchen | QPIRG McGill | Sexual 
Assault Centre of the McGill Students’ Society  

In-Kind Donors 
Chef On Call | de sucre & de miel | Jardin des Rose | Jon Evans | Lola Rosa | MajesThé | Montreal 
Botanical Gardens | McCord Museum | Montreal Museum of Fine Art | Pointe-à-Callière Museum  

Individual Donors

< $99 
Karina Altan | Tony Antakly | Julie Becker | Marie Beyrouti | Sharon Braverman | Dorothy Bray | 
Andrea Brown | Katelyn Campbell | Mathieu Constance | Lincoln Cromwell | Eliane Dussault | 
Evelyne Dussaut | Claude Duval | CRED Consulting Inc | Cynthia Dyer | Ruth Gray | Kayla Hamelin 
| Miranda Hickman | Lauren Lafromboise | Marc Lanttoni | Monique LeBlanc | Anne Mackay | 
Emmanuelle Mignacca | Judith Mowat | Julia Mugwaneza | Camelia Muldermans | Cassie Noble | 
Frances Notts | Indrek Romet | Campbell Stewart | Kuna Tuburtius | Alexandra Valerianos

$100+ 
Charles Baker | Averill Craig | Tim Merett | Carolyn Pepler | Joana Prigl  | Penny Baylis | Sally 
Cooper | Marguerite R. Godin | Rafael Gomez-Velasquez | Wendy & Marty Laframboise | Nasr 
Madi 
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2019-2020 Community Partners
Action Centre-Ville | Almage Centre 50+ | Atwater Library | La Coalition pour le maintien dans la 
communauté | The Centre for Community Organizations | Concordia University Art Hive Network 
| Groupe Harmonie | HLM Habitations Durocher | Milton-Parc Recreation Association | One Voice 
Coalition | Peter-McGill Food Security Committee | Peter-McGill Senior’s Committee | Seniors 
Action Quebec | Service de police de la Ville de Montréal | Sexual Assault Center of the McGill 
Students’ Society | Volunteer bureau of Montréal | YMCA of Québec, Centre-ville



Contact information: 
3625 rue Aylmer, Montréal, QC H2X 2C3 
514-845-2600
info@yellowdoor.org
www.yellowdoor.org 

Thank you to our 
volunteers! 
- Adam - Adela - Adriana - Agathe - Aiden - Alexie - Alfonso - Alison  - Allison - Almanto - Ameen  - 
Amelia - Amritha - Anastiasia - Anna - Ann - Anne - Anne-Sophie - Archita - Audrey - Aurore - Austeja 
- Axel - Blair - Camille - Carla - Carmelina - Caroline - Cedric - Ceren - Charles - Chelsea - Chesline 
- Cindy - Claire - Clara - Clémence - Clement - Corinne - Daiana - Dakota   - Daniel - Dawn - Denise 
- Denyse - Derek - Dina - Elina - Elizabeth - Ellen - Elsa - Elsie - Emma - Erica - Erin 
- Esfir - Frédérique - Gabriel - Goda - Guillaume - Hannah - Hector - Helen 
- Henry - Enas - Jana - Janet - Jean- Phillipe - Jen - Jennifer - Jenny 
- Jocelyn - Jonathan - Julia - Julie - Jutta - Karen - Karl - Katherine 
- Kayleigh - Kevin - Lauren - Leah - Lincoln - Linda - Lola - Luc - Lucy - 
Luisa - Maela - Maike - Marc - Margaret - Maria - Marie-Pierre - Marina 
- Marion - Martin - Mary - Maryam - Maureen - McEan - Melanie - Mia 
- Micah - Monica - Nadia - Nadine  - Nalia  - Nasr - Natalia  - Natasha 
- Negar - Neshma - Neslee - Nicole - Nina - Olivia - Pamela  - Patricia - 
Pavitha - Peter - Stella - Rafael - Runa - Roxanne - Lulu - Sabrina - Sam 
- Samuel - Sandra - Sara - Sarah-Madeleine - 
Sascha - Simone - Sonia  - Sophie - Stephanie 
- Susan - Tania - Tanya - Tara - Tharuvi - Tianning 
- Tomo - Tracy - Vanesia - Vanessa - Xavier - Xin - 
Yalda - Yannick   - Yanqi - Yan-Ru - Zhongqi - Zoe

A Note About This Document
A special thank you to all the volunteers 
who instrumental in completing this 
report: Roxanne (design & illustrations), 
Denise (new logo & brand design), Elina 
(cover illustration), Jutta (photography), 
& Guillaume (translation).


